
Item Comment Estimated cost Updated cost Difference Why

Ikea
Incl. cabinets, cooker, 
hob, sink etc 1600 2122 522 Chose to up-spec doors to recycled material

Worktop Express
Incl. cutting holes and 
profiling edges 525 685 160 Didn't include cutting holes and profiling edges

Plumber/ gas fitter cost 150 300 150

Didn't include fitting sink/ washing machine/ dishwasher 
connections and tracing leaks from existing central 
heating pipes

Electrician 350 790 440 Our estimate was an optimistic assumption

Plasterer 0 320 320

We didn't know the plastering was needed - walls were in 
poor condition but not exposed until old cabinets 
removed

Tiler 0 200 200
We naively assumed we would DIY tiling but the walls 
were in poor condition so chose to pay a trade 

Floors - install Incl. new boards 0 2500 2500

Was a rushed decision because struggled to get quotes to 
refurb existing boards and thought this was on critical 
path. On reflection, it wasn't in original cost plan because 
it wasn't strictly needed

Floors dispose of old 0 50 50 See above

Floors - finishing 0 450 450

We should have allowed something for floor restoration. 
The omission was an error, however the project could 
have been completed without the floor work albeit the 
floors would have been an eyesore in the new kitchen

Misc plumbing bits etc
Tools and plaster and 
stuff 200 40 -160 This shows as a saving but was always just an unknown

Shelf brackets 72 72 0 TBC

Shelf timber 0 0

Was included in worktop order, which looks like a more 
reasonable estimate than it is because we didn't include 
the cutting and profiling

Pans 200 200 0 TBC

Paint, tiles, plaster/filler 
etc 300 300 0 TBC

Stools 100 30 -70 Assuming we go for the budget option



Table and chairs Keep existing 0 0 0 A good decision for cost control

Fridge Keep existing 0 0 0 A good decision for cost control

Washing machine Keep existing 0 0 0
May have questionable aesthetics but a good decision for 
cost control

Redecoration Paint, skirtings etc 0 0 0 This may become A Thing

TOTAL 3,497.00 8,059.00 4,562.00
Overspend exceeds total budget despite what we thought 
was careful planning

230.45%

To be confirmed
Overspend
Saving


